In this paper, we present an experiment dealing with corpus-based construction of "differential ontologies", which are organised according to semantic similarity and differential features. We argue that knowledge-rich defining contexts can be useful to help an ontology modeller in his task. We present a method, based on lexico-syntactic patterns, to spot such contexts in a corpus, then identify the terms they relate (definiendum and genus or "characteristics") and the semantic relation that links them. We also show how potential co-hyponyms can be detected on the basis of shared words in their definiens. We evaluate the extracted defining sentences, semantic relations and co-hyponyms on a test corpus focusing on childhood and on an evaluation corpus about dietetics (both corpora are French). Definition extraction obtains 50% precision and recall of approximately 40%. Semantic relation identification reaches an average of 48% precision, and co-hyponyms 23.5%. We discuss the results of these experiments and conclude on perspectives for future work.
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. Introduction: Differential ontologies and defining contexts
Ontology building is a complex task. Its modelling within a specific field of knowledge can benefit from corpus analysis: natural language processing (NLP) and more specifically corpus linguistics can be very helpful by providing methodological guidelines and objective information mined from corpora (Bourigault and Lame 2002: 129-150; Szulman et al. 2002: 103-128) . This section briefly introduces differential ontologies and defining contexts, then presents the outline of the rest of the paper.
According to the methodology developed by Bachimont et al. (2002) , a differential ontology is the first step in ontology building and can be interpreted as a hierarchical normalised terminological structure. The terms are normed signifieds referring to concepts in a specific field of knowledge, linked to a particular application. In this kind of ontology, each term is connected with its "systemic definition": each term is associated with its "differential principles", the semantic features according to which it is articulated to the rest of the terminology. These "differential principles" consist of:
-the similarity with the parent: the semantic feature that a term shares with its conceptual hypernym, its ontological parent (the genus of the Artistotelian definition); -the difference from the parent: the semantic feature that distinguishes a term from its hypernym (the differentia of the Artistotelian definition); -the similarity with the sibling(s): the semantic feature that its shares with other co-hyponyms; -the difference from the sibling(s): the semantic feature that distinguishes it from its other co-hyponyms.
The meaning of each term is built from the sum of all the semantic features that link it to the root of the terminological tree. Each ontological level is validated by the semantic principle of "similarity with the siblings"; this principle ensures the consistency of the hierarchy. The differential principles show two axes for the ontology building process: a vertical structuring which links a term with its hypernym and its hyponyms, and a horizontal structuring which links a term with its co-hyponym(s).
Where can we find the kinds of semantic information a modeller needs in order to achieve and document 1 these two structuring processes? Rebeyrolle (2000) paraphrases the explanation Rey (1990: 14) gives of dictionary definitions as "a description of all the attested uses of a word […] that enables us to distinguish that very word from all others of the same language, and particularly from any other semantically related word. " 2 The purpose of a differential ontology is to disambiguate the meanings of terms in a specific sub-language, with respect to the other terms which constitute the terminology. Therefore, a differential ontology can be viewed as a local structural dictionary. We then hypothesise that knowledge-rich defining contexts (Meyer 2001: 279-302) , corresponding to more or less complete corpus-specific definitions, can be useful (c) 
Material: Preparation of corpora
We have used two corpora for the experiments we present in this paper: a test corpus and an evaluation corpus. The test corpus contains about 76 Kwords and 4 000 sentences. It focuses on childhood, from the point of view of anthropologists and is composed of documents belonging to different genres (documentary descriptions, thesis report extracts, Web documents). 5 Most of the documents were automatically collected from Internet via the tools developed by Grabar and Berland (2001: 44-54) and following the methodology proposed by these authors. 6 The evaluation corpus (480 Kwords and about 44 000 sentences), in the domain of dietetics, is composed of Web documents indexed by the CISMeF 7 quality-controlled catalog of French medical Web sites in the subtrees "Dietetics" and "Nutrition" of the MeSH thesaurus. It is mainly composed of medical courses and Web pages about nutrition in different medical contexts. These texts were converted from HTML to raw text format. Both corpora were morpho-syntactically analysed by Cordial Analyser (Synapse Developpement 8 ). Cordial Analyser tags, lemmatises and parses a corpus, yielding grammatical functions (subject, object, etc.) between chunks. We have also used a reference dictionary in our experiment: the Trésor de la Langue Française informatisé (online French Language Treasure). It is a compilation of 19th and 20th century French dictionaries performed by ATILF 9 , which contains about 270 000 definitions about 100 000 words, mainly extracted from the Frantext corpus (composed of French literature).
Defining contexts in corpora
Defining contexts in corpora are natural language statements expressing the elicitation of some semantic elements about a term. Following Meyer (2001), we qualify as "(knowledge-rich) defining context" sentences that can be used as a dictionary definition, or that can give at least one semantic element to start such a construction. The prototypic dictionary definition is the formal definition, which corresponds to the Aristotelian equation-like schema: Species = Genus + Differentia (synthesised from Topiques, chapter I, Section 5).
It is a "classification type" definition, involving a hypernymy relation between the Species and the Genus. We will see that other semantic relations can be (c) involved to define a term in a corpus, such as meronymy, purpose, etc. (Section 3.1). The Aristotelian formula presents a semantic equivalence between its left (Species) and right (Genus + Differentia) parts. In corpora, such a complete equivalence is seldom expressed: some defining contexts only relate a term with its hypernym (Genus), or only with specific characteristics (the Differentia). We will discuss this in Section 3.2, along with another characteristic of defining contexts: they show a rather local point of view about terms. In 3.3 we introduce the fact that they can also be either "embedded", when a sentence contains semantic information about more than one term, or "multi-sentence", when defining elements about a term can be continued over more than one sentence. We conclude this brief presentation with a recapitulation of the main characteristics of defining contexts.
3. Unified typology of defining contexts
Typologies of definitions have been established following different criteria. They can be divided into three main categories:
-those established on the kind of purpose of the definition: linguistic definition vs. encyclopaedic definition (Picoche 1977) , which are respectively definitions describing the use of a word in a specific language, or describing the thing referred to by the word; -those based on the type of reformulation paraphrase (the definiens): formal definition/ semi-formal definition/informal definition (Flowerdew 1992: 202-221; Trimble 1985) . The formal definition follows the Aristotelian schema (Species = Genus + Differentia, discussed in Section 3). A semi-formal definition relates the definiendum only with specific characteristics, or with its attribute(s) (Meyer 2001: 279-302) . A non-formal definition aims "to define in a general sense so that a reader can see the familiar element in whatever the new term may be" (Trimble 1985) . It can be an association with a synonym, a paraphrase or grammatical derivation; -those based on the type of relation binding the definiendum and the definiens. Martin (1990: pp. 86-95) considers 6 categories of definitions: synonymic, antonymic, derivational, approximate, metonymic, hypernymic.
In this latter category, and working on French, Auger (1997) compiles the work of Chuckwu and Thoiron (1989: 23-53) , Condamines (1993: 25-65) , LofflerLaurian (1983: 8-20) , and Martin (1983 Martin ( , 1992 , and proposes a unified typology, in which we can find all the previous categories presented in this section. Auger's typology is based on the linguistic clues that can be found in corpora within defining contexts; these clues can be used for information extraction to detect defining contexts in corpora. Tables 1 and 2 show the different classes that the author distinguishes. 10 The definitions introduced by lexical means are divided into two branches, characterised by their lexical markers, as shown in Table 2 .
This typology leads to a first modification of the "Aristotelian equation": knowledge-rich defining contexts also express definition by means other than an equivalence relationship between a term and its hypernym, as in the "copulative" definition type of Table 2 :
Species = Genus + Differentia becomes

Term1 related_to Term2 + Characteristics
This semantic relation is possibly hypernymy, but can also be meronymy, function, etc. This also means that Term2 might be, but is not necessarily the hypernym of Term1. We manually extracted defining contexts from our test corpus (about childhood) and found sentences presenting some differences from the Aristotelian definition schema. We have validated as defining contexts some sentences mentioning the author of the statement or a particular time period for which the definition was valid, and sentences sounding more like hypotheses than statements. These are usually not considered as valid dictionary definitions, but they were nevertheless useful in a modelling perspective. We also found the association of a term with an "unexpected hypernym" (1), with its specific characteristics but no mention of its hypernym (2), with its hypernym but with no mention of specific characteristics (3), or with linguistic information (4):
(1) association of a term with an unexpected hypernym (as mentioned in (Meyer 2001: 279-302) ): "l'alimentation de l'enfant serait plutôt une sorte de « rituel ordinaire » au sens de Goffman (1973) ." (Engl. Children's feeding would rather be some kind of "ordinary ritual" as defined by Goffman (1973) .) The way a term is defined in corpus expresses a "local" point of view (often different from dictionary definition), specific to a domain or even limited to the scope of one particular use. It is therefore precious, but must be handled with caution. An ontology aims at modelling a consensual terminology, therefore the unexpected hypernym has to be accepted by the users' community as a whole to be taken into account. Only a domain expert can validate a term as a "real" hypernym, and distinguish it from the incorrect ones. This means that the modeller has to refer to an expert of the domain during the ontology building process. There might be another problem about "local" hypernyms: the hierarchies they imply can be incompatible or at least difficult to conciliate. For instance, "susto" is once defined as an "occasional and individual ritual", and another time as "disease caused by a sudden fright […] . " In this case, it is also the role of the expert to choose the relevant hierarchy;
(2) association of a term with its specific characteristics, with no mention of its hypernym: "[…] l'allaitement n'est pas seulement "naturel", mais aussi "culturel". " (Engl. Breast feeding is not only "natural", but also "cultural".) "le doudou sent maman ; le doudou me fait penser à maman (voire : le doudou "remplace" maman). " (Engl. The doudou smells like mummy; it makes me think about mummy (even: the doudou "replaces" mummy). in what respect what he means is different from the common-sense meaning (first example). The second reason might be that the term has already been introduced in previous sentences, and was associated with its hypernym at that time (Pearson 1999: 21-28) ; that is the case for the second example. This kind of defining expression is called "semi-formal definition" (Trimble 1985; Flowerdew 1992: 202-221 ) and corresponds to the "characterisation" type of definition in Table 2 (4) association of a term with linguistic information: "[…] les "petits garçons" (varoncitos)…" (Engl. the "young boys" (varoncitos)…). This kind of translation-definition can be used in the ontology to specify for a term its linguistic variants in other languages mentioned in the corpus. Our corpus is in French, but some notions are specific to foreign cultures, so that the terms are sometimes mentioned in the original language with a translation or a paraphrase of their meaning.
We can see that sentences that were considered as "natural" defining contexts in our corpus included at least two of the arguments of the Aristotelian schema, which we can now rewrite as follows:
Term1 related_to (Term2? and/or Characteristics*)
where ? means 0 or 1 occurrence of Term2, * means 0 or any number of Characteristics, and the fact that they are within parentheses means that at least one of these items is needed.
Multi-term and multi-sentence defining contexts
Embedded defining contexts can be of different kinds: there can be definitions of different terms in the same sentence (5), a definition in separate parts (6), a definition inside another one (7), and the association of different terms with the same hypernym in one sentence (8). The underlined parts in the examples below are the main terms of the defining context, the terms in italics in example (7) are also the main terms of the same defining context. One last characteristic of defining contexts is that they can be expressed in two (or sometimes more) sentences. Pearson (1999: 21-28 ) qualifies those contexts of "complex".
Comparison of defining contexts with dictionary definitions
To evaluate how different from dictionary definitions defining contexts can be, we compared those humanly tagged from the test corpus with those of a reference online dictionary: the TLFi 11 . We checked whether the terms "defined" in our corpus (262 terms had defining contexts) were also defined in the dictionary, and when they had one or more definition(s), whether one of those matched the corpus definition. Table 3 presents the different types of defining contexts found in the test corpus (first row), with the corresponding counts (second row). Table 4 shows the types (first row) and the numbers (second row) of terms with defining contexts in the corpus but that were not (c) John Benjamins Delivered by Ingenta on: Thu, 15 Dec 2005 16:58:37 defined in TLFi. For 74 other terms, the definitions found in TLFi were different from their defining contexts in the corpus (which represents about 28% of the terms), and there were only another 32 terms that were defined in the same way in TLFi as in the corpus (about 12%).
Some terms may have multiple defining expressions in the corpus, one of which sometimes is the point of view chosen in the TLFi. This is the reason why the sum of the defined and undefined terms exceeds 262.
We can see that in 236 cases (162 undefined terms and 74 terms defined in another way in corpus), it is inadequate to look for definitions in TLFi. Defining contexts give a more "local" point of view about corpus terms. But, when existing and when accurate, the TLFi definitions are usually more detailed than those found in the corpus. It can therefore be interesting to check for TLFi definition expansion when the defined term (the definiendum) is a general single-word term. In any case, defining contexts present in a corpus can be very useful to find out the meaning of specialised, multiword or foreign language notions, and furthermore to mine local semantic features about terms.
As a conclusion we can remember that the defining contexts we are looking for in a corpus have the following characteristics: -They are mostly limited to one sentence, but can be expressed in more than one sentence (only 15 defining contexts humanly tagged in the test corpus, i.e. 4.2%, were multi-sentence); -They can be shorter than the sentence, sometimes within a definiens (particularly when there is only an association between a term and its hypernym, or between a term and its characteristics; they are then likely to occur inside a defining context); Mining defining contexts to help structuring differential ontologies 3 -They can be limited to the association of two terms, either a term and its hypernym or a term and its characteristics; -The two terms may also be related with different semantic relations, depending on the defining context type.
Now that we have some general idea about what we are looking for, let us see how we can mine these natural definitions from texts.
NLP methodologies for mining defining contexts
Three classes of methodologies have been used to mine defining contexts from corpora, using some linguistic clues such as those mentioned in the typology of Tables 1 and 2 . We will illustrate these different methodologies from the work of Cartier (1997: 127-140) , Muresan and Klavans (2002: 231-234) , Pearson (1999: 21-28 ) and Rebeyrolle (2000) . Cartier (1997: 127-140) followed the contextual exploration methodology developed by Desclés (1997: 215-232) . It consists of eliciting a number of linguistic items that are a first clue to defining contexts. When a sentence contains a clue, it must additionally match some of the linguistic rules that the author has defined to be considered as a relevant defining sentence. Pearson (1999: 21-28 ) and Rebeyrolle (2000) used lexico-syntactic patterns. This methodology, first described in Hearst (1992: 539-545) , consists of describing the lexico-syntactic context of an occurrence of a pair of terms known to share a semantic relation. Modelling the context in which they occur provides a "pattern" to apply to the corpus, in order to extract other pairs of terms connected by the same relation. In the case of definition mining, the pattern specifies occurrences of verbal or nominal lexical items interpreted as "definition markers". The pattern discriminates the sentences where a marker is present in a defining context from the others. Rebeyrolle, working on French, evaluated the different pattern types she modelled, across different corpora: she obtained a precision range of 17.95-79.19%, and a recall of 94.75% -100%. The two numeric boundaries of the precision range correspond to the kinds of markers involved in the lexico-syntactic pattern evaluated: metalinguistic markers obtained a high precision rate, but linguistic lexical markers did not. Muresan and Klavans (2002: 231-234 ) have based their definition extraction system, DEFINDER 13 , on the lexical and syntactic analysis of a medical corpus, with semi-automatic definition acquisition. It is dedicated to the extraction of lay definitions of medical terms. The authors also evaluated their (c) We chose to follow the second methodology in our experiment. This enables us to build on existing work dedicated to French, and the pattern shape is very convenient to focus on the different elements we were interested in in defining contexts: the main terms of the definition and their semantic relation. When this semantic relation is hypernymy, it helps the vertical ontology structuring we mentioned in the introduction, and the content of the definiens provides the modeller with semantic elements explaining in what respect the term and its hypernym are different: the differential semantic feature of difference from the parent. We adapted the former patterns, found other "definition markers" in linguistic works (like (Fuchs 1994) ) and in our corpus analysis, and we additionally explored definition mining in one case where the definition is not introduced by lexical items: when it is introduced by a parenthesis. We also focused on identifying the semantic relations involved in the different definitions likely to be found in corpora.
Once the defining contexts are extracted and validated, we additionally rely on their lexical content to propose ontology siblings, which corresponds to the horizontal modelling. We test the possibility to link ontology siblings on the basis of the words that they share in their definitions, and we hypothesise that these common words can be a clue to characterise their common semantic feature. For instance, given the following dictionary definitions of mother and father:
Mère: femme qui a donné naissance à un ou plusieurs enfants (Engl. Mother: woman who gave birth to one or more children) Père: homme qui a un ou plusieurs enfants (Engl. Father: man with one or more children)
we can see that they share the words "un ou plusieurs enfants" (one or more children), which can be considered as common semantic features of those terms.
We used the defining contexts humanly tagged in our test corpus to test this hypothesis. 
Mining and exploiting defining contexts
As mentioned above, we have chosen to mine and exploit defining contexts in a corpus by means of lexico-syntactic patterns. To create these patterns for mining a specific semantic relation, one of the methodologies proposed, developed in Morin (1998: 172-191) , is to start with a pair of terms known to share the relation, and to summarise the contexts in which they occur together in the corpus. Another approach, which we followed, is to start the corpus exploration with the occurrences of lexical clues known to be relevant for definition mining, with no specific knowledge about pairs of inter-defined terms. Our patterns use the information output by the Cordial parser (Section 2), including lemma, morpho-syntactic category and grammatical function. We compiled the lexical markers from definition typologies unified by Auger (1997) , from the work of linguists describing definitions and reformulation (Fuchs 1994; Picoche 1977) , from previous work specifically dedicated to definition mining from corpus, from the search for synonyms of the markers in dedicated dictionaries, and from our own "manual" corpus analysis.
The lexico-syntactic patterns involving these markers have multiple purposes:
1. to differentiate sentences likely to be defining contexts from others (Section 5.1), 2. to extract the inter-defined terms of the defining sentence (Section 5.2) and 3. to furthermore propose a characterisation of the semantic relations they are likely to carry (Section 5.3).
We need this information to:
-select specific terms to integrate in the ontology (following Chukwu and Thoiron 1989: 23-53) who mined definitions from corpora to find domain-specific terms); -help the vertical structuring of the ontology when the defining context links a term with its hypernym; -help the horizontal structuring of the ontology by spotting terms sharing words in their defining contexts.
We focus on the detection of semantic relations in defining contexts in the case of the hypernymy and synonymy relations, as they are the most common relations dealt with in structured terminologies (Grabar and Hamon 2004: 57-85 Hypernymy relation is the backbone of the vertical structure of the ontology and synonymy helps keeping the link between the corpus and the terminology: synonymous terms are the "real world" lexicalisations of the normalised concept label. We also want to exploit the lexical content of defining contexts to structure co-hyponyms. We present our methodology and test it on the contexts that were humanly tagged from the test corpus in Section 7.
5. Mining defining contexts
The first step is the extraction of the defining context itself from the corpus. For that purpose, we have modelled four groups of lexico-syntactic patterns, grouped by their marker types: Some sentences contain more than one marker. For instance, the combination of metalinguistic nouns and their dedicated verbs reinforces the reliability of the extracted sentence as a defining context. More generally, the more numerous the markers in a sentence, the more likely it is that the sentence is a definition. Therefore, it could be useful to compute a relevance measure on the basis of the number of markers present in a sentence. This measure could be moderated by checking the modality of the sentence: for instance, when "would", "could" or "should" is present in the sentence, the relevance measure should be lowered. We have not yet implemented such a general measure.
We mostly extract single sentences as defining contexts, but, as discussed in Section 3.3, defining contexts can be multi-sentence contexts. This phenomenon is connected with anaphora: a term may be introduced in a first sentence and be defined in the second. There is then only an anaphoric mention of the term in the second sentence. Before testing a fully-fledged anaphora resolution method, we have tried to deal with the more regular cases of multi-sentence defining contexts. We implemented patterns to detect some anaphoric mentions at the beginning of a sentence, or when the sentence begins with Il s'agit de (Engl. it is a matter of). We then extract also the previous sentence to have the global statement. We are still working on these patterns.
Extraction of the main terms
In order to help an ontology modeller in his task, we need to extract at least the definiendum from the general defining context: we need to present the modeller with the main defined term of the defining sentence(s). We also need to extract the definiendum to integrate it automatically in the ontology. The definiendum can be related to another "main term" with different semantic relations, which can lead to different modelling possibilities (Section 5.3). This is the reason why we extract not only the definiendum, but two "main terms".
What we mean with the "main terms" is linked with the characterisation of defining contexts that we have presented in Section 3:
Term1 related_to (Term2? and/or Characteristics*).
We call "main terms" the definiendum (Term 1) and the Term 2 of the definiens if it exists, otherwise the second main term is the specific characteristic of Term 1 (Characteristics in our schema). The extraction of the main terms follows two strategies (contextual or based on dependencies around the marker), depending on the morphosyntactic category of the marker.
-When the marker is a punctuation or a noun, we usually extract its left and right syntactic contexts, roughly the first chunk before the marker and the first chunk after the marker in the sentence. The boundaries of the chunks are given by the lexico-syntactic tags of words and by punctuation: we extract the groups of words that have the same grammatical functions as the content word preceding and the one following our marker, within the boundary of punctuation. Depending on the position of the marker in the sentence, these might be the two following chunks (e.g., when it stands at the beginning of the sentence) or the two preceding chunks (e.g., when it stands at the end of the sentence). -When the marker is a verb, we extract its subject and object, if the sentence contains any; otherwise we extract its left and right chunks, as in the previous case.
Extracting the definition and the terms is a first approach to ontology design, but if we want to integrate the terms into the structure in a semi-automatic way, we need to know what semantic relation links them. Depending on the semantic relation, the terms will have different respective positions in the hierarchical tree. They will have to be integrated at different ontology levels if they are hypernym and hyponym, and be related to the same label if they are synonyms. As mentioned above, we focus on hypernymy and synonymy detection in defining contexts.
Identification of the semantic relation
We have seen in the typology presented in Tables 1 and 2 that different semantic relations can be found in defining contexts. These semantic relations can be related to different kinds of "ontological relations". We can classify semantic relations between terms in ontologies in four types, embedding the typology Natalia Grabar and Thierry Hamon (2004: 51-85 When a defining context is one of synonymy, it corresponds to an ontological "linguistic relation", and we can associate the two related terms as linguistic variants expressing the same notion in the ontology. When it is hypernymic, it corresponds to the ontological "hierarchical relation" and the two terms have to be structured in a hierarchical dependency. When it is of another type (functionality, causality, meronymy), it corresponds to "transversal relations", which has to be specified. As transversal relations do not imply any linguistic, nor hierarchical, nor horizontal relation, it does not give any hint about the position of the terms in the ontological hierarchy. It is then difficult to go any further than keeping the specified link between the terms in a semi-automatic structuring perspective. This is another reason why, although we are aware of the fact that transversal relations are important and that they might also be mined by the same methodology, we focus this experiment on hypernymy and synonymy detection.
To identify the semantic relations we are interested in, we associate one "default" relation with each specific pattern, among the set of possible relations associated with the marker. For instance, a parenthesis can introduce defining contexts of hypernymic, synonymic or functional types, or some other interesting contexts which links terms likely to be ontology siblings. But each pattern specifies a more constraining context for which it is more likely that one particular relation occurs. This specific relation was determined on the basis of the human analysis of a sample of the test corpus.
Implementation
The parsed corpus is converted to an XML document. Lexico-syntactic patterns are described by XSLT templates which are applied to the corpus. They extract the defining contexts, the main terms and propose a semantic relation. The global XSLT program organises the resulting file as an HTML page with interactive sections, so that it constitutes a Web interface (Figure 2 ). This HTML form allows the validator to complete and correct the extractions. It is possible to correct the terms extracted from the definition, in particular because the chunk often includes determiners, which are usually not considered as part of the term. It is also possible to select a different semantic relation than the one proposed when it happens not to be the correct one. A "combo box" shows all the possible relations related to the marker involved in the lexico-syntactic pattern which provided the extraction of the defining sentence. This extraction tool focuses on the extraction of defining contexts, the main terms they contain and their semantic relation, which can help ontology structuring in the different aspects we developed above.
Evaluation
We evaluated different parts of our extraction tool: Section 6.1 presents the evaluation of defining context extraction, Section 6.2 that of the semantic relation identification. An evaluation of the extraction of the main terms was presented in (Malaisé et al. 2004) , and is not repeated here. In summary, it obtained an average precision of 31% to 56%, depending on the relevance measure adopted. 14 Section 6.3 evaluates co-hyponym linking.
6. Evaluation of defining context extraction
The first point to evaluate is whether the extracted sentences are defining contexts. The classical evaluation metrics in this kind of situation are recall and precision. Recall is the number of extracted sentences among the total num- ber of relevant sentences, and precision is the number of correct extractions among the total number of extracted sentences. To measure recall, we have humanly analysed and tagged the test corpus and a random sample of the evaluation corpus (13 texts out of 132). Precision was evaluated on all the extracted sentences. Recall reached 42.7% on the test corpus and 39.3% on the evaluation corpus. The recall scores are higher than those of previous tests in Malaisé et al. (2004) which were respectively 4% and 36% on the evaluation corpus), because we added very productive markers and patterns to the system (the "is_a" marker for instance). There is still room for improvement by adding other punctuation signs as markers (dash and colon for instance). Precision is shown on Tables 4 and 5. It is not evaluated as a binary measure, but according to the categories shown on Figure 3 . Table 5 presents the evaluation of the precision of defining contexts extraction from the test corpus:
-the first four rows show the number of extracted sentences that were considered as defining contexts: the first describes the defining contexts which were wholly extracted and the third the defining contexts for which a meaningful part was missing (either the former sentence, the following sentence or a larger context); -the fifth row presents the evaluation of non-defining contexts which were considered as relevant for ontology building: transversal relations between terms, linking elements of a common paradigm, containing other defining contexts or paradigms than the one suggested by the pattern: "accidentally" extracted defining contexts, transversal relations and paradigm; -the sixth row counts the irrelevant extractions.
There were 402 sentences extracted from the test corpus. In the same way, Table 6 presents the precision evaluation of defining contexts extraction from the evaluation corpus (among 1365 extracted sentences). Mining defining contexts to help structuring differential ontologies 4 The precision of exact defining contexts extraction reaches about 50%, and "global" defining context extraction (partial DC score added to exact DC score) reaches more than 55%. It can be considered an average score, but it is comparable to the score of Josette Rebeyrolle (2000) when dealing with non-specifically metalinguistic definition markers. The quality of the extraction is linked to the number of markers present in the sentence: the more markers there are, the more chances there are that the extracted sentence is a defining context. But it also depends on the marker: there are more or less reliable markers that influence the global precision. For instance par exemple (Engl. for instance) introduces a less regular relation than défini comme (Engl. defined as), and, as is frequent in the corpus, it involved a lot of noise. While one can expect "to define" to be a more reliable definition marker than "for instance", we did not expect that non-specifically metalinguistic items like soit (that is to say) would be more reliable than the metalinguistic signifier (Engl. to signify). Some markers introduce other types of contexts than defining contexts. Some of these non-defining contexts have shown to be helpful for ontology building, in particular contexts which contain terms belonging to the same paradigm. This is the case, for instance, for "mère" (Engl. mother) and "père" (Engl. father) in the sentence: "Une mère (ou un père) allergique a de fortes chances de transmettre son allergie à son enfant." (Engl. An allergic mother (or father) is liable to transmit her or his allergy to her or his child.) Terms related with this "paradigmatic" link can be proposed as siblings for the ontology modelling. We created a specific group of lexico-syntactic patterns for these "paradigm" patterns, which still has to be augmented.
Evaluation of semantic relations
We evaluated the semantic relation between the main terms of the extracted defining contexts as follows. We checked whether the sentence contained the semantic relation, another semantic relation, or whether the semantic relation could not be determined because of sentence extraction problems. These problems could be of two kinds: the extracted sentence was only part of the global defining sentence, or the extraction was partial because of a segmentation problem in the original text of the corpus (this problem occurred when the HTML texts were converted to raw text, see footnote 16). Table 7 shows the evaluation of precision for semantic relation extraction from the test corpus (out of 198 defining contexts):
-the first row shows the types of the defining contexts that contained the expected semantic relation; the second one the number of extracted sentences corresponding to each type; -the third row shows the unexpected semantic relation types; the fourth one the number of extracted sentences corresponding to each unexpected type; -the fifth row counts the sentences for which we could not determine the semantic relation. To reach better precision scores, we could try to refine further the semantic relations introduced by the same marker, but this proves to be complicated on the basis of lexico-syntactic patterns. For instance, the "parenthesis" marker can introduce contexts corresponding to identical lexico-syntactic contexts, but in which the relation can be interpreted as hypernymy, synonymy, medical treatment or even more domain-specific relations such as the connection between a disease and the geographical place where it is likely to occur. We might not be able to refine the semantic relations much further on the basis of lexico-syntactic patterns. Among the most interesting semantic elements given by the defining contexts are the semantic features that distinguish a term from other similar terms, or the features that are common to different terms. We hypothesise that terms sharing relevant words in their defining contexts can be proposed as ontology siblings, and that the words that they share in definitions can be proposed as semantic similarity features between siblings. Finding out ontology siblings helps the ontology horizontal structuring of the ontology (building ontological levels), and finding out the semantic features the siblings share gives the modeller clues to build the semantic axis "similarity with the sibling" which validates the ontological level (Section 1). To test this hypothesis, we lemmatised neither the definienda nor the words of the definiens, but compared only the "meaningful" terms, using a stop-list of determiners, pronouns, etc. To avoid the problem described in Véronis and Ide (1990) , namely that the lexical overlap between two definitions can be very poor and "dependent on a particular dictionary's wording", we chose to adopt the solution they suggest: to take "into account a longer path through definitions". We therefore added in the definiens the definitions of the words they were composed of, if they were themselves defined in the corpus. The comparison of the extended definitions gave us a similarity table, showing the number of words and the words themselves that each pair of terms corresponding to definienda shared in their defining contexts. For instance, we can see in Table 9 that activité paternelle (Engl. father's activity) and jeu (Engl. game) share two words in their defining contexts, which are jouer (Engl. to play) and bébé (Engl. baby). 
Evaluation of the horizontal structuring
We have tagged defining contexts in the test corpus, and built a similarity table between terms on the basis of the number of words that they shared in extended defining contexts. Table 10 shows the number of terms that were connected together, i.e., which shared at least one definition word (first column), the numeric range of words shared between definienda (second column), the number of terms correctly related as potential ontological siblings (third column), the number of terms related as well as the semantic relation different from co-hyponymy (fourth column) and the number of erroneously related terms (fifth column). Therefore we have associated a relevance measure to each term on the basis of its frequency in defining contexts: the more often a word is present, the less it is relevant to connect terms. We used an algorithm derived from the classical tf.idf measure to calculate it, 17 and performed a hierarchical agglomerative clustering on a matrix derived from the similarity table: each row of this matrix is a term defined in the corpus sharing at least one word with another term in its defining context, and each colomn represents the words shared by at least two defining contexts (Table 11) . We obtained relevant clusters, grouping for instance professions mentioned in the corpus (two clusters), or rituals and ceremonies. Though all of the clusters do not present homogeneous themes unless we increase the number of clusters to about a hundred (for about 300 concepts), these two clusters appear even with a 10-cluster partitioning, and are then divided in subclasses. We could interpret this results as a clue for considering that these are the two major "classes" for modelling the ontology. The analysis of the table also shows that, when the terms are related through several words, these words are useful to build a similarity axis (example 4). This is less obvious when the number of shared words decreases to one (example 5). The terms related by mistake were those linked by very frequent words, or on the basis of different senses of a word, as in example 6. Word-sense disambiguation methodologies would help to solve this kind of problem. Colostrum is also comestible, but the common semantic feature that is proposed here is "body".
axonge possession 1 corps Example 6. "Corps" refers in turn to fat ("corps gras") or to human body.
We also found that, even in corpora, some terms were included in different paradigms. For instance, "alimentation" (feeding) shares the "ritual" semantic feature with other forms of ritual behaviour, and shares "quotidien" (daily) with other daily actions, because "alimentation" can be considered as a ritual activity as well as usual daily behaviour.
As we have seen in Table 10 , the proposed pairs of terms may be potential co-hyponyms, unrelated terms or share different semantic relations, including hypernymy (example 7) and meronymy (example 8).
alimentation de l'enfant alimentation 1 pratique Example 7. "Child's feeding" is a hyponym of "feeding".
allaitement pratique de maternage 2 joue joue Exmple 8. "Breast milking" is part of the "mothering".
This fact can be considered as a limitation to this approach, meant to automatically discover co-hyponyms and the semantic features according to which they are siblings, but it can also reinforce or complete the vertical structuring obtained on the basis of relations extracted from defining contexts. The real limitation is due to the method itself, which proposes to compare lexical items.
The following three sentences (extracted from the evaluation corpus) express the same kind of semantic content (the definiendum is a frequent disease), but they do not share much lexical material: -L'anorexie mentale (AM) est une pathologie qui semble actuellement de plus en plus fréquente 18 (Engl. Mental anorexy is a pathology which seems presently increasingly frequent.); -Le diabète est une maladie qui touche de plus en plus de citoyens gaspésiens, québécois et canadiens (Engl. Diabetes is a disease which affects more and more Gaspe, Quebec and Canada citizens.); -L'hypertension artérielle est une affection très fréquente, touchant plus de quinze pour cent de la population adulte (Engl. Arterial hypertension is a very frequent affection, which affects more than fifteen per cent of the adult population.).
These definienda can hardly be connected by lexical comparison. But, although its principle is rather rough, this experiment enabled us to connect about 450 pairs of terms as relevant ontology siblings, which represents already a medium-size ontology. Moreover, we may also be in a position to obtain clues to the semantic axis "difference from the sibling" of Section 1. Given two terms validated as ontological siblings, this might be obtained by mining out the words that differ in their respective defining contexts.
Conclusion and perspectives
In this paper, we have presented the different elements necessary to build differential ontologies, namely vertical structuring (finding hypernymy relations between terms), horizontal structuring (finding terms likely to be co-hyponyms) and the semantic features that justify the proposed structuring: the similarity with the ontological father and sibling, and the difference from them. We proposed to exploit defining contexts in different respects in order to present a human ontology modeller with automatic help for his task. Lexico-syntactic patterns are a relevant methodology to mine defining contexts in corpora, which enables the system to point out pairs of related terms, and to propose a number of potential relations between these terms. Once the semantic relation is validated, the pair of terms can be structured: if they are co-hyponyms, they stand at the same ontological level, if they are hyponymous, they have a hierarchical dependence. This "node level" structuring can be a first step in ontology modelling. The validation form fills a MySQL database, where validated information about relevant terms and their semantic relationships can be stored, modified and exported either into a text or an XML format. The text format can then be used as some kind of "local dictionary" for further treatments (for instance the search for common terms in the definiens, in order to propose similarity features between candidate ontology siblings), and the XML format can be converted to OWL or any other standard ontology language in order to work on this first level of node modelling in an ontology editor. Our short term purpose is to export the database content in the specific XML format that corresponds to the DOE ontology editor, which already automates some treatments about differential ontology (Bachimont et al. 2002) .
Our experiment also showed that the lexical content of defining contexts can be a clue to identify semantic similarity features between ontological siblings. This characteristic might be due to some lexical redundancy in definitions within a corpus (an author tends to define a term with explicit reference to another term already mentioned and therefore creates a loose lexical net), and can be used to propose pairs of comparable terms. The comparison of the lexical content of definiens can help horizontal ontology structuring as well as the semantic justification of this structuring.
These two experiments showed limitations, and we have to improve some points in both, but their combination could be an interesting help in differential ontology modelling. 
